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ABSTRACT
Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) provides a very rich planning for-

malism that can handle nondeterminism, partial observability and

arbitrary knowledge nesting. The general framework is notoriously

undecidable. In this paper, we pursue a novel semantic approach to

achieve decidability, by focussing on the logic for epistemic plan-

ning, rather then to limit the syntax of the accepted modal formulae.

Specifically, we augment the logic S5𝑛 by introducing a new interac-

tion axiom that we call knowledge alignment, in order to control the

ability of agents to unboundedly reason on the knowledge of other

agents. We show that the resulting epistemic planning problem is

decidable. In doing so, we prove that this framework admits a fini-

tary non-fixpoint characterization of common knowledge, which is

of independent interest.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent systems find applications in a wide range of settings

where the agents need to be able to reason about both the phys-

ical world and the knowledge that other agents possess—that is,
their epistemic state. Epistemic planning [2] employs the theoretical

framework of Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) [12] in the context

of automated planning. The resulting formalism is able to repre-

sent nondeterminism, partial observability and arbitrary knowledge

nesting. That is, agents have the power to reason about higher-order

knowledge of other agents with no limitations.

Due to the high expressive power of the DEL framework, the

plan existence problem [1], that asks whether there exists a plan to

achieve a goal of interest, is undecidable in general [2]. One of the

critical aspects that leads to undecidability is the reasoning power
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of agents. In fact, in the logic S5𝑛 there is no rule or principle that

describes how the knowledge of one agent should interact with the

knowledge of another agent. Hence, there is no restriction on the

ability of agents to reason about the higher-order knowledge they

possess about the knowledge of others.

To tackle this problem, a common approach consists in syntac-

tically restricting the action theory, for instance by limiting the

modal depth of the pre- and postconditions of actions to a certain

bound 𝑑 [3–5]. Nonetheless, the problem remains undecidable even

with 𝑑=2 when only purely epistemic actions are allowed, and with

𝑑=1 when factual change is involved. This suggests that syntactic

restrictions of the action theory are too strong in many practical

cases, where reasoning about the knowledge of others is required.

For this reason, in this paper we pursue a different strategy that

we call semantic approach. Specifically, we consider the multi-agent

logic for knowledge S5𝑛 and we augment it with a novel interaction

axiom, called the (knowledge) alignment axiom. Such axiom ensures

that the epistemic states in such augmented logic are bounded in

size. This, in turn, guarantees that the size of the state search space

is finite and that the plan existence problem is decidable.

In what follows, we introduce and discuss the knowledge align-

ment axiom and we summarize our main (un)decidability results.

2 EPISTEMIC PLANNING AND ALIGNMENT
Before introducing our axiom, we briefly recall the syntax of epis-

temic logic (see [12] for a complete introduction). We fix a finite set

of agents AG = {1, . . . , 𝑛} and a finite set of atomic propositions

P. We consider the following language of epistemic logic:

𝜑 ::= 𝑝 | ¬𝜑 | 𝜑 ∧ 𝜑 | □𝑖𝜑 | 𝐶𝐺𝜑,
where 𝑝 ∈ P, 𝑖 ∈ AG, and ∅ ≠ 𝐺 ⊆ AG. Formulae □𝑖𝜑 and 𝐶𝐺𝜑

are respectively read as “agent 𝑖 knows that 𝜑” and “group𝐺 has

common knowledge that 𝜑”.

We are now ready to introduce our axiom:

A □𝑖□𝑗𝜑 → □𝑖□𝑗□𝑖𝜑 (Alignment)

We augment the logic S5𝑛 with axiom A and we call the result-

ing logic A-S5𝑛 . We can read A as follows: whenever an agent 𝑖

knows that some other agent 𝑗 knows that 𝜑 , then 𝑖 also knows

that 𝑗 knows that 𝑖 too knows that 𝜑 . Thus, intuitively, axiom A de-

fines a principle of alignment in the higher-order knowledge across

agents. In other words, the misalignment between their knowledge

is possible only up to a certain modal depth.
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When we introduce a certain principle to be an axiom of our

logic, we are also implicitly considering an epistemic state to be

meaningful if and only if such principle is satisfied. Thus, when

planning under our logic, we consider a plan to be valid only if all

the states it visits satisfy not only the axioms of S5𝑛 , but also axiom

A. At the same time, it is not guaranteed that the application of an

action in a A-S5𝑛-state actually results in an epistemic state that

satisfies A. This is not unusual in epistemic planning and in fact

applies to the well-studied doxastic logic KD45𝑛 [6], where axiom

D is not guaranteed to be preserved. In the literature, different

techniques for the preservation of axiom D are studied [7, 10]. The

development of such techniques for a logic is independent of the

analysis of decidability of the plan existence problem under that

logic and, for this reason, it is left as future work. In the paper

we adopt a rollback-style approach to reject invalid plans, thus

visiting only meaningful epistemic states. Our decidability results

continue to hold even when one adopts more sophisticated revision

approaches that accept and suitably curate inconsistent states.

In A-S5𝑛 , while agents have their own distinct individual knowl-

edge, higher-order levels of perspectives of agents are aligned. This

assumption is well suited in cooperative planning domains [11], in

which agents are able to maintain some alignment in their knowl-

edge, for instance when modelling homogenous agents that re-

ceived common training (e.g., firefighters or rescue teams).

To illustrate, consider the following example, where 𝑖, 𝑗 and 𝑘 are

agents and, as customary, we use □𝑖𝜑 to indicate that agent 𝑖 knows

that 𝜑 holds. Suppose that agent 𝑖 knows whether a certain proposi-

tion 𝑝 holds, i.e., 𝐾𝑤 (𝑖, 𝑝) ≡ □𝑖𝑝 ∨ □𝑖¬𝑝 , and that agent 𝑗 does not

know whether 𝑝 holds, i.e., ¬𝐾𝑤 ( 𝑗, 𝑝) ≡ ¬□𝑗𝑝 ∧ ¬□𝑗¬𝑝 . That is,
the individual knowledge of agents 𝑖 and 𝑗 is not aligned. This is al-
lowed by the alignment axiom. Nonetheless, if 𝑗 knows that 𝑘 knows
that 𝑖 knows whether 𝑝 (i.e., □𝑗□𝑘𝐾𝑤 (𝑖, 𝑝)), then, by virtue of the

alignment axiom, it can not be the case that 𝑗 knows that 𝑘 knows
that 𝑗 knows that 𝑖 does not know whether 𝑝 (i.e., □𝑗□𝑘□𝑗¬𝐾𝑤 (𝑖, 𝑝)).
Therefore, the higher-order knowledge across 𝑗 and 𝑘 (about 𝑖’s

perspective) is aligned. Hence, agents are no longer able to consider

unboundedly nested perspectives on the knowledge of others.

Informally, the limited reasoning power of agents affects the

size of states in the logic A-S5𝑛 . Indeed, we are able to prove that

A-S5𝑛-states are bounded in size, which, in turn, ensures that the

search space of the plan existence problem is finite.

Consequently, we obtain the following contribution:

Theorem 2.1. For any 𝑛>1, the plan existence problem in the logic
A-S5𝑛 is decidable.

Additionally, the alignment axiom has important consequences

on properties of common knowledge. Indeed, we show that the

logic A-S5𝑛 admits a finitary non-fixpoint characterization of com-

mon knowledge, which is often regarded as a possible solution to

paradoxes involving common knowledge (see [9] for an overview).

Specifically, we prove the following result:

Theorem 2.2. Let𝐺 = {𝑖1, . . . , 𝑖𝑚} ⊆ AG, with𝑚 ≥ 2. In A-S5𝑛 ,
for any 𝜑 , the formula □𝑖1 . . .□𝑖𝑚𝜑 ↔ 𝐶𝐺𝜑 is a theorem.

Although the alignment axiom is better fitting for tight-knit

groups of agents, it may be less suited for representing more loosely

organized groups. Thus, we investigate the plan existence problem

Logic Decidability

K𝑛 , KT𝑛 , K4𝑛 , K45𝑛 , S4𝑛 , S5𝑛 undecidable [1]

A
𝑏
-S5𝑛 (𝑛>2) undecidable

A
𝑏
-S52

A-S5𝑛
decidable

Table 1: Decidability results of plan existence problem based
on the semantic approach, compared to our results (in gray).

with a weaker principle of alignment, which is parametrized by an

integer 𝑏>1. The resulting axiom is the following:

A𝑏 (□𝑖□𝑗 )𝑏𝜑 → (□𝑖□𝑗 )𝑏□𝑖𝜑 (Weak alignment)

One could hope that the plan existence problem remains decidable

when replacing axiom A with A𝑏
. But this is not true in general.

Namely, we show that the plan existence problem remains decidable

in the presence of two agents. We also show that for 𝑛 > 2 the

problem becomes undecidable, thus establishing the frontier of

decidability using the semantic approach. Formally:

Theorem 2.3. For any 𝑏 > 1, the plan existence problem in the
logic A-S5𝑏

2
is decidable.

Theorem 2.4. For any𝑛 > 2 and𝑏 > 1, the plan existence problem
in the logic A-S5𝑏𝑛 is undecidable.

To prove Theorem 2.3, we follow the same idea as in Theorem 2.1,

namely we show that A-S5
𝑏
2
-states are bounded in size. Finally, to

prove Theorem 2.4, we appeal to a reduction to the halting problem

for two-counter machines [8], similar to the one developed by

Aucher and Bolander [1].We summarize our results andwe compare

them with the literature in Table 1.

3 DISCUSSION
The paper presents a novel decidability result in epistemic planning.

The approach adopted in this work deviates from previous ones,

where syntactical conditions are imposed on actions. In particular,

we pursue a novel semantic approach and we introduce a principle

of knowledge alignment that is well suited for cooperative multi-

agent planning contexts, by which we govern the extent to which

agents can reason about the knowledge of their peers. This results

in a boundedness property of the size of epistemic states, which

in turn guarantees that the search space is finite. Additionally, we

show that the alignment axiom leads to a finitary non-fixpoint

characterization of common knowledge.

In the future, we plan to further exploit the axiom-based ap-

proach by formulating other properties to add to the logic of knowl-

edge. Moreover, we are interested into moving from the domain

of knowledge to the one of belief. This is not a trivial task, as the
results of this paper do not readily apply in the logic KD45𝑛 . Fur-

ther, we plan on determining the computational complexity of the

plan existence problem in A-S5𝑛 and to compare it with the current

results in the literature. Finally, we plan on determining sufficient

conditions for preserving axiom A during the planning process.

This is similar to what is done in [10] for the preservation of axioms

of the logic KD45𝑛 .
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